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SYSTEMAND METHOD OF PERFORMING
LOCATION ANALYTICS
TECHNICAL FIELD

0001. The present invention generally relates to systems
and methods for performing sensor analytics. More specifi
cally, the present invention relates to systems and methods for
associating time/location data points.
BACKGROUND

0002 The proliferation of GPS and other positioning
methods in mobile phones, taxis, personal navigation devices
and automobiles has begun to generate an enormous amount
of historic and real-time data, consisting of a latitude, longi
tude, unique identifier, and Some metadata in many cases like
if a taxi is full or empty.
0003 For example, location-based media (LBM) delivers
multimedia directly to the user of a mobile device dependent
upon their location The media can be delivered to, or trig
gered within any portable wireless device that is location
enabled and has the capacity to display audiovisual content.
Media content is managed and organized externally of the
device on a standard desktop or laptop. The mobile device
then downloads formatted content with location coordinated

triggers applied to each media sequence. As the location
aware device enters the selected area, the assigned media is
triggered. The assigned media is designed to be of optimal
relevance to the user in the context of the user's Surroundings.
0004. In addition to location based media, there are other
back-end server systems that process sensor data in real-time,
including GPS, Wifi, and other location data, for example, a
taxi dispatch system, the air traffic control system, or RFID
systems for tracking Supply chains. All of these systems were
built for a specific purpose, a specific kind of sensor, and
provide limited and focused analysis relevant to the special
ized system. Moreover, historical information and related
geographic information is typically limited to the current time
and place of the subject of interest.
0005. There has not been a system employing methodolo
gies to associate databased on the historical location record of
an individual device or user and demographic data that may
be associated with the locations in the historical location
record of an individual user.
SUMMARY

0006. The present invention generally relates to systems
and methods for performing sensor analytics. More specifi
cally, the present invention relates to systems and methods for
associating time/location data points. In an exemplary imple
mentation, a location source having a unique identifier can be
associated with a time, a place, or a time and place. One or
more demographic profiles can be associated with the time
and or place. Multiple time, place and associated demo
graphic profiles can result in the determination of a likely
profile of the unique identifier. The geographic location of the
unique identifier with the profile association can then be
displayed in real time with other unique identifiers with the
same or different profile associations.
0007. In another implementation a computer implemented
method is provided for conveying aggregate location based
information comprising: receiving one or more individual
ized data points; associating one or more demographics pro
files with the individualized data point; aggregating the indi
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vidualized data point and associated demographic with a
second location data point having a second associated demo
graphic profile; and exporting the aggregate location data.
0008. In other implementations the received individual
ized data is associated with an individual user, an individual

location enabled device, a mobile device, or anonymously
associated with a specific user or device. The individualized
data point can be associated with at least one user and
received from a data provider or data aggregator. The indi
vidualized data can be received in real time or according to a
predetermined schedule. The individualized data can be
received according to a source profile. The individualized
data points can be associated with a historical file.
0009. In yet another implementation associating the
source profile with the individualized data point maintains the
anonymity of the user. The individualized data point can be
associated with a demographic profile wherein the demo
graphic profile comprises historical location data points. The
demographic profile can comprise information from the
group comprising: Census Bureau data, financial demograph
ics, social demographics, tribe/group demographics, histori
cal demographical information; derived demographic infor
mation; gender; race; educational level; historical geographic
information; or user entered information/preferences. A
demographic profile can be disassociated from an individu
alized data point or a profile. A demographic profile can be
selectively disassociated from an individualized data point or
profile. Historical demographics can be disassociated from an
individualized data point or profile. Historical demographics
can be selectively disassociated from an individualized data
point or profile.
0010. In still a further implementation, an individualized
data point and associated demographic can be associated with
a second individualized data point and second associated
demographic, wherein the individualized data point and sec
ond data point are related to the same user or to different
USCS.

0011. In another implementation, multiple individualized
data points can be aggregated to derive one or more tribes
relating to the individualized data points or associated demo
graphics. Having determined a tribal affiliation of the indi
vidualized data points, a further implementation can recom
mend items of interest associated with a tribe. Items of
interest can be recommended based on a historical record of

an individualized data point. The individualized data point
can be identified with all tribes of interest to the individual

ized data point. Tribal activity can be indexed based on tribal
historical location data.

0012. In a further implementation a plurality of individu
alized data points associated and aggregated with a tribe are
exported to a display on a user interface. The display can
include a map of an area of interest. The display can be in real
time. Tribes can be selectively displayed on a map of an area
of interest. Items of interest associated with a tribe can be

displayed on a map of an area of interest. Items of interest
associated with a tribe can be listed in a textual document or
in a list view.

0013. In another implementation a computer readable
medium is provided wherein the computer readable medium
has stored thereon a computer program that, when executed,
causes a computer to perform the steps of receiving one or
more individualized data points; associating one or more
demographics profiles with the individualized data point;
aggregating the individualized data point and associated
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demographic with a second location data point having a sec
ond associated demographic profile; and exporting the aggre
gated individualized data point and second location data
point.
0014. In yet another implementation a system for deter
mining and conveying aggregate location based information
is provided, the system comprising: a network; one or more
location enabled user devices in communication with the

network, wherein the one or more location enabled user

devices have an individualized location data point, and a
processor in communication with the network, wherein the
processor receives one or more individualized location data
points from the one or more location enabled user devices, the
processor associates the one or more individualized location
data points with one or more demographic profiles and aggre
gates the individualized location data point having the asso
ciated demographic profile with a second location data point
having a second associated demographic profile, and exports
the aggregated individualized location data point and the
second location data point to the network.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0015 FIG. 1 shows a series of screen shots depicting the
location of associated data in accordance with an implemen
tation of the present invention;
0016 FIG. 2 shows a flow chart of an implementation of
the present invention;
0017 FIG.3 shows a screen shot depicting associated data
in accordance with an implementation of the present inven
tion;

0018 FIG. 4 shows a screen shot for managing associated
data in accordance with the present invention;
0019 FIG. 5 shows a screen shot for managing associated
data in accordance with the present invention;
0020 FIG. 6 shows a screen shot depicting associated data
in accordance with the present invention;
0021 FIG. 7 shows a screen shot for managing associated
data in accordance with the present invention; and
0022 FIG.8 shows a screen shot depicting associated data
in accordance with the present invention.
0023 FIG. 9 shows a system diagram of an implementa
tion of the present invention
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0024. The present invention generally relates to systems
and methods for performing sensor analytics. More specifi
cally, the present invention relates to systems and methods for
associating time/location data points. In an exemplary imple
mentation, a location source having a unique identifier can be
associated with a time, a place, or a time and place. One or
more demographic profiles can be associated with the time
and or place. Multiple time, place and associated demo
graphic profiles can result in the determination of a likely user
profile of the unique identifier. The geographic location of the
unique identifier with the profile association can then be
displayed in real time with other unique identifiers with the
same or different profile associations.
0025. In an implementation, the time and place of the
unique identifier, such as the time a mobile telephone is at a
specific geographic location, can be associated with one or
more demographic profiles, for example, census bureau data.
By tracking time and place of the unique identifier along with
the associated one or more demographic profiles of each
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place at the specific time, certain inferences can be made
about the unique identifier. By way of example and without
limitation, a cellular telephone that is frequently in the ware
house district of city “Metropolis’ during normal business
hours can be associated with the transportation or logistics
business sector. But a cellular telephone that is frequently in
the warehouse district of city “Metropolis” during the late
night and early morning hours can be associated with the late
night entertainment industry.
0026. Further associations can be made. The cellular tele
phone that is in the warehouse district during business hours
may also be found in Suburban retail locations during the
early evening hours and in a middle-class Suburban neighbor
hood during the late night and early morning hours. Based on
the historical time and location data of the particular cellular
telephone and the census data associated with each time and
location data point, the user of the first cellular telephone can
be assigned a source profile. In the present example the user
of the first cellular telephone can generally be associated with
groups identifying with middle-class working people leading
a largely suburban lifestyle.
0027. At the same time, further association can also be
made about the second cellular telephone that is in the ware
house district during the late night and early morning hours.
Continuing with the example, the second cellular telephone
may also be found in and around a university campus during
business hours and frequently located in a lower rent neigh
borhood having a high percentage of students during over
night hours. From the demographic data associated with the
historical record of the second cellular telephone's time and
location data, the user of the second telephone can generally
be associated with groups identifying with Socially active
college or graduate students.
0028. In both the case of the first cellular telephone and the
second cellular telephone meaningful information in the form
of a user or source profile was determined by linking or
associating various demographic or other information with
the times and places that the various location sources, and by
extension the user, traveled. The user or source profile was
determined without the benefit of a prior registered profile of
the user, or without Soliciting profiling information Such as
user or consumer preferences. And the user or source profile
was determined without the user choosing which demo
graphic, consumer or user groups he or she would prefer to be
associated with. As such, the groups or “tribes” that the user
is likely to identify with are an accurate reflection of the user's
habits or actual behavior.

0029. For the purposes herein, a “tribe' is any association
of a unique identifier with other unique identifiers that share
a common demographic profile or other common association.
Tribes can include individuals that are in a particular place at
a particular time or individuals that frequent a particular place
during a particular occurrence. For example, and without
limitation, a tribe can include all individuals that visit a shop
ping mall on Saturday afternoon or all individuals that visit a
shopping mall during a sale or discount event. A tribe can
include an association of individuals, devices or other unique
identifiers by age, gender, race, religion, national or regional
origin, organizational membership or participation, educa
tional level, income level, tax bracket, profession, Vocation,
occupation, consumer demographical information, political
leaning, hobby, interest, activity, geographic location, neigh
borhood, town, borough, city, county, state, preferred con
Sumer/retail/wholesale provider, event, occurrence, partici
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pation in an event or occurrence, time or time period, or any
other shared experience in type, time or location between two
or more unique identifiers.
0030. For the purposes herein, a “unique identifier is any
information that identifies a particular person, device, object,
event or place at a particular time, occurrence or location. A
unique identifier can be a location enable device. Such as a
cellular telephone, a GPS enabled device, a networked
device, a WiFi enabled device, an RFID enabled device, an

ATM machine, or any other device that identifies a time/
location data point. A unique identifier can also include a
place or event that identifies a time/location data point asso
ciated with that place or event.
0031. For the purposes herein, a “time/location data point'
is data or other information that identifies a specific event,
user, or device at a specific time and/or location. For example,
and without limitation, a time/location data point can include:
a time stamp associated with a geographic location, Such as,
the time at a latitude and longitude; a time stamp associated
with a specific event at a fixed geographic location, such as,
the time of a special or sale at a store or entertainment venue;
or the occurrence of an event at a particular time and location,
such as, a full taxi cab in the warehouse district at 2:00am.

0032 For the purposes herein, an “individualized location
data point' is a unique identifier having a time/location data
point. An individualized location data point can be associated
with one or more tribes.

0033. In an implementation, one or more individualized
data points associated with one or more tribes are displayed
on a map. The display is in real time. The display is delayed
from real time by a time differential. The display is refreshed
according to a predetermined schedule. predicting the
future
0034. In an implementation the relative population density
of individualized data points comprising a tribe in any given
location is displayed. In an implementation, places and events
of interest are displayed that are of interest to the tribes
displayed. In an implementation, targeted information is dis
played with the geographic location and population density of
a tribe.

0035. In an implementation tribe membership of an indi
vidualized data point is determined based on historical loca
tion and time data. In an implementation tribe membership is
determined based on demographic information associated
with the time/location data point associated with the individu
alize data point. In an implementation demographic profiles
of one or more individualized data points are derived from
tribe membership, time/location data points, demographic
information associated with time/location data points, his
torical data associated and unassociated with a time/location

data point, or historical data associated and unassociated with
an individualized data point.
0036. For the purposes herein, “demographic informa
tion' and “demographic profile” means any information, his
torical or derived, which describes or categorizes a particular
place, location, event, occurrence, time or period of time,
individual, user, device or object, unique identifier, and the
like. Demographic information and demographic profile can
include, without limitation: Census Bureau data, age, gender,
religion, ethnicity, national or regional origin, education
level, income level, employment, occupation, vocation,
career, hobby, interest, marital status, sexual orientation, con
Sumer preferences, consumer habits, organizational member
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ship and participation, occurrence of an event, geographic
location, time or time period, tribe membership and/or tribe
association.

0037. In an exemplary implementation depicted in FIG. 1,
mobile device 10 includes a user interface having a display 11
on which one or more tribes can be displayed at various
geographic locations, such as locations on a city map, at a
particular point in time. In view 12 tribes 14 and 16 are
displayed at various locations around City X, including
neighborhood 18 and neighborhood 20, at time 12:00:00. In
view 13 tribes 14 and 16 are displayed at various locations
around City X, including neighborhood 18 and neighborhood
20 at time 00:00:00. Tribes can be identified on the display 11
by tribe indicators 14 and 16. Tribe indicators 14 and 16 can
be of any unique icon, shape or color that distinguishes one
tribe from another.

0038. In the exemplary implementation of FIG. 1, it is
apparent that tribe 14 clusters around location 22 in neigh
borhood 18 at time 12:00:00. Tribe 14 is also fairly dispersed
between neighborhoods 18 and 20 at time 00:00:00. Also,
tribe 16 is fairly dispersed between neighborhoods 18 and 20
at time 12:00:00 and concentrated at location 24 and 26 in

neighborhood 20 at time 00:00:00.
0039. As described further below, knowing demographic
information about neighborhoods 18 and 20, as well as loca
tions 22, 24, and 26 can provide meaningful information
leading to a user profile for members of tribes 14 and 16.
0040 FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary method 200 for asso
ciating information with a time/location data point to deter
mine, for example tribe membership, including receiving
individualized time/location data points 210; associating the
individualized time/location data points with demographic
information 220 and associating the individualized time/lo
cation data point with a historical record the unique identifier
associated with the individualized time/location data point
230; deriving Source profiles, demographic profiles and/or
demographic information associated with the individualized
time/location data point 240; aggregating two or more indi
vidualized time/location data points having associated Source
or demographic profiles 250; and displaying the aggregated
individualized time/location data points 260.
0041. In step 210, individualized time/location data is
received, for example, at a location based service provider
facility. As discussed above, an individualized time/location
data point is data or other information that identifies a specific
event, user, or device at a specific time and/or location. This
can include GPS data from a specific GPS enables device,
such as a GPS enabled cellular telephone, navigational
device, laptop computer, and the like. This can also include
the location of a cellular telephone within the cellular net
work, i.e., the location of the particular cellular telephone
within a particular cell at a particular time. This can also
include passive location based services such as ATM
machines, which give the time and location of a unique user.
This can also include RFID enabled devices such as RFID toll

collection services similar to the EZPass system. This can
also include the location of a computer within a WiFi net
work. The examples provided where in are exemplary and not
intended to be limiting. The individualized time/location data
point is unique to the Source of the data, for example, unique
to the cellular telephone, ATM debit card, or EZPass RFID
transmitter.

0042. Once the location and time of a unique source are
received and identified, demographic information can be
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associated with the time, place or time and place for which the
unique source is located. As such, demographic information
and profiles are associated 220 with the individualized time/
location data point. The demographic information can iden
tify, for example the average income, age, and educational
level of residents living in the neighborhood for which the
unique identifier is located, as indicated by the individualized
time/location data point. The demographic information can
include, for example, the consumer trends and profiles asso
ciated with individuals who have previously been at the loca
tion during the time that the unique identifier also located, as
indicated by the individualized time/location data point. As
previously discussed, the demographic information that can
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lation density of tribes within a given geographic location,
such as the number of middle income individuals over 30 at a

shopping mall; the number of tribal members within one or
more designated areas at a designated time or time period,
such as the number of women under 25 at specific retail
locations during a sales event; and the occurrence of an event
for a tribal member in a specific location at a specific time,
Such as the number of a taxi cabs carrying passengers in the
late afternoon in the financial district of a city.
0047. Having aggregated a plurality of individualized
time/location data points with associated demographics and
derived tribal associations, information about individuals and

position of the unique identifier. Derivation 240 allows for
further refinement of tribal associations and assignment of
new tribal associations. Derived analytics can be obtained.
Such analytics include, without limitation, a relative degree
of association of the unique identifier with a tribe and or
recommendations of places, topics, events or items of interest
to a particular tribe.
0045. Derivation 240 allows for linking and storing 245 of
demographic information with the unique identifier for future

tribes can be recorded 255 for further processing or displayed
260 to a user. Display 260 of the aggregated derived tribal
information can be, for example, to a mobile device, a user
terminal Such as a personal computer, a networked system
display such as an ATM, or a public display.
0048. In an exemplary implementation as shown in FIG.3,
the mobile device 310 includes display 311 having display
view 312 showing the location of tribes 314 and 316 at vari
ous locations in City X including neighborhood 318 and 320.
Relying on analytics performed on the aggregated individu
alize time/location data points, as described above, popula
tion density for a particular tribe is shown by varying the size
of the tribal icon 314. For example, tribal icon 315 is similar
to but smaller than tribal icon 314, thereby indicating fewer
tribal members at the location indicated by tribal icon 315.
Likewise, tribal icon is similar to but larger than tribal icon
316, thereby indicated more tribal members at the location
indicated by tribal icon 317. The relative population density
of a tribe can be indicated by any manner of display means
including variations in icon size, shape, color, intensity, and
the like. Similarly, information relating to tribes, tribe loca
tion, tribal population density and the like can be conveyed to
the user in graphical or textual format, for example, as icons
on a map view or as a list view in a textual document.
0049. In an exemplary implantation as shown in FIG. 4, a
user interface is provided on a mobile device 410 having a
display 411. View 412 of display 411 shows a user tribal
associations to which the user belongs. As described above,
tribal associations are determined by associating the unique
identifier of the particular mobile device of the user with a
particular place at a particular time to obtain an individualized
time/location data point. Demographic and historical infor
mation are associated with the individualized data point and
the unique identifier to derive certain tribal associations. View
412 displays to the user two tribal associations 420 and 422
along with certain derived information, Such as, for example,
the percentage of association of the user with Tribe A indi
cated by percentage display 421 and 423. The user can access
additional derived information through user prompt 424 and
425. Such as, for example, obtaining information about items
of interest to a particular tribe. View 413 depicts additional
derived information available to the user, such as for example,
recommended items of interest for a particular tribe. The

use in historical association 230 as more individualized time?

recommended items of interest can include retail locations,

be associated with the time and/or location can include a

variety of information including: Census Bureau data, age,
gender, religion, ethnicity, national or regional origin, educa
tion level, income level, employment, occupation, Vocation,
career, hobby, interest, marital status, sexual orientation, con
Sumer preferences, consumer habits, organizational member
ship and participation, occurrence of an event, geographic
location, time or time period, tribe membership and/or tribe
association.

0043. A historical record of the previous locations to
which the unique identifier has traveled can also be analyzed
and associated 230 with the individualized time/location data

point. For example, based on previous locations that the
unique identifier has traveled, various tribes may already be
attributed to the unique identifier. Additionally, various
demographic profiles associated with the previous locations
of the unique identifier may also be known. By way of
example, a unique identifier that spends four hours every
afternoon in an exclusive shopping district can be associated
with a number of demographics and/or tribes. But knowing
that the same unique identifier spent the previous four hours at
a community college in a largely immigrant community adds
additional information leading to a smaller set of likely tribal
associations.

0044. After associating 220 demographic information
relating to the current individualized time/location data point
and associating 230 historical information about the unique
identifier of the individualized data point, inferences, profiles,
and further informational association can be derived. Deriva

tion 240 of the associated demographic profiles can include
comparing the individualized time/location data point and
previous or historical tribal associations with demographic
information related to the location and time of the current

location data points become available. The stored demo
graphic information can be exported to other applications for
further analysis.
0046. Once tribal associations of a unique identifier are
derived, a plurality of individualized time/location data
points having tribal associations are aggregated 250 to deter
mine the location of members of any particular tribe. Analyt
ics can be performed on the aggregated data, including: popu

services, organizations, places of interest, people of interest,
tribes of interest, events and the like. By way of example,
view 413 shows that members of Tribe Aare also interested in

Tribe C. The user can be prompted to obtain more information
about the recommended item of interest, as in prompt 430 or
to participate in the item of interest, as in prompt 432.
0050 FIG. 5 depicts another exemplary implementation
of a user interface for gaining access to derived information
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associated with a tribe. For example, the user can be prompted
to obtain items of interest to tribe A through user prompt 515.
FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary implementation of view 612
showing an item of interest at a location 640 having a rela
tively high population density of members of tribe A. Call out
660 can be an interactive window or other user prompt allow
ing connectivity via the internet, telephone line, email, text
message or other media to the item of interest at the location
640.

0051 FIG. 7 depicts an exemplary user interface for man
aging a user profile associated with a unique identifier and
associated demographic and historical information. View 712
of display 710 shows user prompts 750 for view tribes to
which the user may be assigned, user prompt 752 for refresh
ing or deleting the Source profile, account management
prompt 754 and other miscellaneous prompts 756.
0052 FIG. 8 depicts an exemplary user display 711
including view 712 showing advertising information 730 dis
played in a window or banner. Advertising information 712
can include any information likely to be of interest to a tribe
to which the user belongs or targeted to the user based on
tribal affiliation, information in the source profile including
associated demographic and historical information, geo
graphic location of the unique identifier, and the like.
0053 Although interactive windows have been shown to
indicate user interface options, other means of data selection
and input are available including touch screen, keyboard,
Voice recognition, or physical manipulation of the device. In
an exemplary implementation, the location of tribal members
can be displayed on the user display of a mobile device at any
time by deliberately shaking the device in a repeated manner.
An accelerometer embedded within the mobile device sense

the shaking of the device and instructs the device to display
the current location of the tribal members.

0054. In other implementations, functionality of the user
device, such as a mobile telephone can be linked to derived
information available to the user. For example, the alarm
function of the mobile telephone can be triggered should the
population density of a tribe at a particular location reach a
predetermined number. An example can include an alarm
trigger if the number of vehicles passing over a bridge or toll
booth exceed X number per minute.
0055 FIG. 9 depicts a system diagram of an exemplary
implementation. System 900 includes system server 910.
System server 910 can include a processor coupled to a com
puter readable memory. System server is in communication
with individualized time/location data point historical file
914 and source profile 916. Historical file 914 and source
profile 916 can be stored on system server 910 or on a sec
ondary storage device (not shown). System server 910 is also
in communication with database bank 920. Database bank
920 can include one or more databases or access to databases

including Census Database 921, Demographic information
database 922, Location database 923, activity database 924,
and advertising database 925. Other databases can be used.
System server 910 and database bank 920 are in communi
cation with Derived association engine 930 and aggregation
engine 940. System server 910 is also in communication with
user device 950, user terminal 960 and public display 970 via
network 980. Network 980 can be the Internet.

0056. In operation, System server 910 receives an indi
vidualized time/location data point from either user device
950 or user terminal 960. The system server 910 is configured
to associate the individualized time/location data point with a
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source profile 916 and a historical file 914. Derived associa
tion engine 940 is configured to match demographic informa
tion retrieved from database bank920 with the individualized

time/location data point and associated historical information
and assign one or more tribes to the individualized data point.
The tribal association is recorded and the historical data file

914 and source file 916 are updated.
0057 Aggregation engine 940 is configured to compile
individualized time/location data points with their associated
tribal designations. Aggregation engine 940 is further config
ured to determine additional derived data relating to the num
ber and frequency of various individualized data points and/
or tribal members within a given place, location or time
period. Aggregation engine 940 provides the aggregated loca
tion of all individualized data points within a tribe along with
the additional derived data to system server 910. System
server 910 then exports the aggregated and derived data to
user device 950, user terminal 960 and public display 910.
The aggregate data can be exported in a data feed for further
processing, or displayed on a user display or public display in
graphical or tabulated form.
0058. The foregoing description is intended to illustrate
various aspects of the present invention. It is not intended that
the examples presented herein limit the scope of the present
invention. The invention now being fully described, it will be
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many changes
and modifications can be made thereto without departing
from the spirit or Scope of the appended claims.
What is claimed:

1. A computer implemented method of conveying aggre
gate location based information comprising:
receiving one or more individualized datapoints;
associating one or more demographics profiles with the
individualized data point;
aggregating the individualized datapoint and associated
demographic with a second location data point having a
second associated demographic profile; and
exporting the aggregate location data.
2. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the received individualized data is associated with an indi
vidual user.

3. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the received individualized data point is associated with an
individual location enabled device.

4. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the received individualized data point is associated with a
mobile device.

5. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the received individualized data point is anonymously asso
ciated with a specific user.
6. The computer implemented method of claim 5 wherein
in the received individualized data point is associated with at
least one user and received from a data provider or data
aggregator.

7. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
individualized data is received in real time.

8. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the individualized data is received according to a predeter
mined schedule.

9. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
individualized data is received according to a source profile.
10. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the received one or more individualized datapoints is associ
ated with a historical file.
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11. The computer implemented method of claim 9 wherein
the association of the source profile with the individualized
datapoint maintains the anonymity of the user.
12. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the demographic profile comprises historical location data
points.
13. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the demographic profile comprises information from the
group comprising: Census Bureau data, financial demograph
ics, social demographics, tribe/group demographics, histori
cal demographical information; derived demographic infor
mation; gender; race; educational level; historical geographic
information; or user entered information/preferences.
14. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
associating further comprises disassociating the individual
ized data point from any historical associated demographics.
15. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
associating further comprises selectively disassociating his
torical associated demographics from the individualized data
point.
16. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
associating further comprises disassociating the individual
ized data point from any historical location information.
17. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
associating further comprises selectively disassociating his
torical location information from the individualized data

point.
18. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the individualized datapoint and associated demographic and
the second individualized data point and second associated
demographic are related to the same user.
19. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
the individualized datapoint and associated demographic and
the second individualized data point and second associated
demographic are unrelated to the same user.
20. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises deriving one or more tribes
related to the individualized datapoint, associated demo
graphic, second individualized data point, and second asso
ciated demographic.
21. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises identifying the individualized
data point with one or more tribes based on a derived associ
ated demographic
22. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises recommending items of inter
est associated with a tribe.

23. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises recommending items of inter
est associated with a historical record of an individualized

data point.
24. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises identifying the individualized
datapoint with all possible tribes of interest.
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25. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises indexing tribe activity based
on tribe historical location data with one or more indicators.

26. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
aggregating further comprises linking consumer information
with the individualized datapoint based on tribes of interest to
the individualized data point.
27. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
a plurality of individualized data points associated and aggre
gated with a tribe are exported to a display on a user interface.
28. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
a plurality of individualized data points are exported to a
display including a map of an area of interest.
29. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
a plurality of individualized data points are exported to a
display in real time.
30. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
all tribes associated with an individualized data point are
exported to a display including an area of interest.
31. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
tribes are selectively displayed on a map of an area of interest.
32. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein
items of interest associated with a tribe are displayed on a map
of an area of interest.

33. A computer readable medium having stored thereon a
computer program that, when executed, causes a computer to
perform the steps of:
receiving one or more individualized data points;
associating one or more demographics profiles with the
individualized data point:
aggregating the individualized data point and associated
demographic with a second location data point having a
second associated demographic profile; and
exporting the aggregated individualized data point and sec
ond location data point.
34. A system for determining and conveying aggregate
location based information comprising:
a network;
one or more location enabled user devices in communica

tion with the network, wherein the one or more location
enabled user devices have an individualized location

data point; and
a processor in communication with the network, wherein
the processor receives one or more individualized loca
tion data points from the one or more location enabled
user devices, the processor associates the one or more
individualized location data points with one or more
demographic profiles and aggregates the individualized
location data point having the associated demographic
profile with a second location data point having a second
associated demographic profile, and exports the aggre
gated individualized location data point and the second
location data point to the network.
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